
Letter of Undertaking
(“This document is voluntary, however, the same is required to be executed by the client in order to avail of seamless trading platform with integrated demat and

broking accounts”)

Date :

Place :

To,
The Manager,
Zen Securities Limited, Ameerpet, Hyderabad.

Dear Sir / Madam,

Ref : My/our client registration form & Agreement between stock broker and client executed earlier for NSE, BSE

1. I /  We hereby declare that I / we am / are not acting as sub-broker or remiser and doing business only on my / own personal behalf. I/ We agree and
undertake to indemnify ZSL from any loss/damage/claim arising out of any unregistered subbroking activity, if any, by me/us.

2. I / We declare that I / we am / are fully aware that multiple trading accounts are not permitted across Zen Securities Limited and declare that I / we am
/ are not registered with any other branch of you.

3. I / we declare that I / we am / are fully aware that M/s. Zen Securities Limited does client based business and also own / proprietary trading as well.

4. a) I / We hereby agree that all the financial transactions between me / us and you shall be through account payee cheque / demand draft / pay order
and no cash transactions are permitted on either side I / We hereby further agree that any claim of cash transaction by either party shall not be
entertained by the other party.

b) I / We hereby agree not to issue third party cheques / demand drafts / pay orders for my / our transactions with you.

5. I / We hereby agree to give / take delivery of securities in demat mode from / to my / our own beneficiary account only. I / We here by agree not to issue third
party delivery instructions for my / our sale transactions. Further I / we agree not to deposit blank or unfilled delivery instructions with any of your office.

  It is my/ our responsibility to ensure that the shares are transferred exchangewise and settlementwise to the concerned demat pool account of ZSL, for
effecting delivery to the exchange against my/ our sale position/s. I/ we further ensure that the shares will be transferred within the pay-in schedule given
by exchanges/ZSL/SEBI. In case I/we fail to transfer the shares on time to ZSL, I/we shall not hold ZSL responsible for any loss/damages arising out of such
delayed transfers.

  I/We agree and undertake that it is my/our responsibility to ensure that the DIS is filled properly, fully and correctly. I/We undertake that I/ We will not
hold ZSL responsible for any loss/damages arising out of such rejection of DIS due to the DIS not being in order.

6. I / We hereby agree that the duly executed contract note issued by you viz. Zen Securities Limited  shall only be valid and binding for all legal purposes.

7. I / We hereby accord my / our consent to you to do transactions in my / our account based on oral instructions over phone or otherwise. I / We also
undertake to raise objections, if any, in writing, with the you within one day of receipt of contract note.

8. I / We hereby agree not to enter into any securities transactions / financial transactions / private deals with co-investors and employees / franchisees /
associates of you and I / we am / are confined only to getting my / our orders executed thru the trading terminals of stock exchanges and settling those
transactions as per settlement schedules of the exchange.

9. I / We hereby agree to indemnify you full for any losses arising out of the delivery transactions in the securities held by me / us or jointly with any other
person/s.

10. I / we hereby accord my / our consent to you to debit my / our account to the extent of amount due by me / us to your depository division.

11. I / We agree to provide additional information, details, documents etc. pertaining to me / us as required by NSE, BSE, SEBI or any other statutory bodies
from time to time

Exposures

1. ZSL will normally give the exposure, equivalent to a pre-determined multiple/times of the net credit balance in the ledgers (across all segments), and the
value of the collaterals given by the client (after applying appropriate hair cut). The level of exposure granted to the client will also depend on the track
record of the client and/or market conditions and/or regulatory directives. I/ We agree to abide by exposure norms decided by ZSL, from time to time.

2. I/We agree that ZSL has the discretion to decide the stocks which can be provided as margin/collateral. I/We agree for the appropriate hair cut (at the sole
discretion of ZSL) for arriving at the value of the collateral shares given by me/ us. I/we agree that will not raise any objection on the hair-cut percentage
decided by ZSL, from time to time.

Margins

1. I/we am/are agree that ZSL may collect appropriate margins from the clients for cash market/futures & options transactions/positions in view of its own
internal Risk Management Policy/ Exchange/SEBI guidelines.

2. I/we am/are agree that ZSL has the discretion to decide whether the margin will be taken in cash or in stocks. I/We agree that even though I/We might
be having adequate margins in the form of stocks, ZSL may demand the margins, in cash, depending on market conditions and the same will be paid by
me/ us within the time given by ZSL. Incase I/we fail to pay the amount within the time given, the ZSL can initiate selling of my/ our stocks with out
intimation at their sole discretion .

3. I/We agree that ZSL may demand additional margin (over and above the mandatory margins) from me/ us, as a part of their risk management. Such
margins may vary from client to client and I/we agree to pay as and when informed to me/us.

Squaring off of positions

Square off of Intra day positions :

I/We agree and undertake that all the positions taken on intraday basis shall be closed/squared off by me/us atleast half-an-before close of trading. ZSL
may also square off all the open positions taken by me/us on intraday basis during last half-an-hour before the close of market without intimation to me/
us at it's sole discretion. I/we am/are agreeable for such square offs by ZSL with or without intimation to me/us. Incase I/We do not want such square
offs I/We agree to convert/transfer/change, atleast half-an-hour before the close of market, the intraday trades to Delivery trades by providing sufficient
credit balance/s in my/our account with ZSL for meeting delivery pay-in/s.

Square off of Delivery positions:

1. I/We agree and undertake that I/we shall settle the transactions, within the exchange specified settlement time, by making the requisite payment and/or
delivery of the shares sold.

2. I/We agree that in case I/We fail to settle the transactions within the settlement date, then ZSL has the discretion to square off the open positions, at an
appropriate time, as it deems fit, without any notice to me/us. I/We do not have the right to decide on the timing or the open positions that needs to be closed.
I/We understand and agree to the same and undertake that I/We will not hold ZSL responsible for any loss or damages arising out of such square offs.

3. After such square offs of open positions by ZSL, as mentioned in above clauses, of both square off of Intra day positions and Square off of Delivery
positions, if there is a debit balance, I/We shall pay the same immediately. I/We also agree that ZSL shall have the right to liquidate my/our shares (kept
as collateral/margin or any other purposes) to the extent of the debit balance, without any intimation to me/us. I/We also agree that I/We do not have the
right to decide on the timing of such liquidation of shares and the shares that needs to be sold. I/We undertake that I/We will not hold ZSL responsible
for any loss or damage arising out of such selling.

X



LIEN ON CLIENT’S ACCOUNT :

All the securities and monies belonging to me/ us in any depository or bank account or any other instruments which are in the possession of ZSL, shall
be subject to a lien for the discharge of any obligation or indebtedness of me/ us to ZSL. In enforcing the lien, ZSL shall have the sole discretion of
determining the securities or assets that are to be liquidated.

SET OFF ACROSS THE EXCHANGE :

In case where I/we maintain separate accounts with ZSL to enable to transact on each of the Exchanges (and any other stock exchanges to which this facility
may be extended by ZSL to me/ us), I/We agree that ZSL may set off credit balances of securities and/ or funds in one or more of the accounts of mine/ us
or any member of  my/our Group in relation to the said exchanges against the debit balances of securities and /or funds in one or more of the accounts
of mine/us in relation to the other exchanges.

Cheque bouncing charges

1. I/We undertake to ensure that all the cheques issued by me/us to ZSL are honoured by the bankers. In case of any cheque bouncing, the charges for the
same, as levied by the bank on ZSL, will be debited to my/our client’s account. Also, the cost of legal proceeding against me/us initiated towards cheque
bouncing, will also be debited to my/our client’s ledger. I/We agree and understand the same.

INSIDER TRADING, MANIPULATIVE, FRADULENT AND UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES:

I/We hereby agree that I/We have fully understood and I/We am/are aware of Securities and Exchange Board of India (Prohibition of fraudulent and Unfair
Trade Practices Relating to Securities market) Regulations, 2003 and the SEBI (prohibition of insider trading) Regulations 1992. I/We represent, warrant
and agree that I/We shall not indulge into any act or carry out any transaction or transactions, directly or indirectly which or in violation of acts, rules,
regulations, bye-laws and circulars governing securities transactions.I/We further agree to provide such information as may be sought by ZSL in
connection with any enquiry or investigation from any authority and shall provide all necessary assistant as sought by ZSL.

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA GUIDELINES:

I/We am/are aware that as per the RBI Guidelines, the Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs), Non Resident Indians (NRIs), and Persons of Indian Origin
(PIOs) are allowed to invest in the secondary capital markets in India through the portfolio investment scheme (PIS). Under this scheme, FIIs/NRIs can
acquire the shares/debentures of Indian companies through the stock exchanges in India. These investments are governed and monitored on daily basis
by Reserve Bank of India (RBI). On reaching the aggregate  ceiling limit as fixed by RBI from time to time, RBI advices all designated bank branches to stop
purchases on behalf of their FIIs/NRIs/PIOs clients. RBI also informs the general public about the ‘caution’ and ‘stop purchase’ in these companies through
press release. I/We being FII/NRI/PIO hereby acknowledge that I/We am/are aware of the RBI Guidelines in relation to my/our investment in the secondary
market in the India. I/We hereby agree to keep myself/ourselves abreast of the ceiling limits on the investments as published by RBI from time to time and
also agree that I/We shall immediately reverse  my/our transaction, if such transaction breach the ceiling limits as imposed by RBI. In case I/We are unable
to reverse such transaction/s immediately I/We authorise ZSL to do so under intimation to me/us.

AMENDMENT:

ZSL may at any time amend this agreement (and related agreement’s documents entered into by   me/us with ZSL by modifying of rescinding any of its
existing provisions or conditions or by adding any new provisions or conditions, by conspicuously posting notice of such amendment on ZSL's website
or by providing written notice thereof  to me/us. Continued use of ZSL service after such notice will constitute acknowledgment and acceptance of such
amendment.

Arbitration/legal expenses

In case of any arbitration/legal proceedings initiated either by ZSL or by me/us (the client) and the final arbitration award/court decision is in ZSL’s favour,
then the cost, incurred by ZSL, towards the arbitration/legal case, will be debited to my/our client’s ledger by ZSL. I/We agree to the same.

General

1. I / We agree and accept that the price of securities can and does fluctuate, and that any individual securities may experience downward movements, and
may under some circumstances even become valueless. I/We therefore appreciate that there is an inherent risks that losses may be incurred rather than
profit made, as a result of buying and selling securities.

2. I/We understand and agree that it  is the prerogative of ZSL to open any new trading account for any client. ZSL can refuse opening of any new account
for any client. I/We agree and understand that I/We cannot insist on, as a matter of right, ZSL shall open the trading account just because I/We have filled
up the Registration Kit.

3. I/We understand and agree that the trades executed by me/us might result in profit or loss. I/We agree and undertake that I/We will not deny the trades,
if the same resulted in loss and shall not hold ZSL responsible for such losses, arising out of my/our trading decisions.

4. All recommendations given by the Research Department of ZSL are based on technical and/or fundamental analysis of the securities/sector/market.  I/We
understand and agree that these are recommendatory calls and I/We shall take my/our own decisions whether to act on such recommendations or not.

5. I/We agree that ZSL may  refuse execution of orders in ‘penny stocks’ or stocks which are quoting at less than Rs.10/-, as a part of their due diligence and
risk management policy. I/We agree to the same and undertake that I/We will not question the same.

6. I/We understand and agree that inadvertent errors may occur, while executing my/our orders. In such circumstances ZSL shall make all reasonable effort
to rectify the same and ensure that I/We are not put to any monetary loss. I/We understand and agree that I/We will not hold ZSL responsible beyond this
and I/We will not claim additional damages/loss.

7. ZSL may record the conversations of the client with the dealer or any other staff of ZSL. I/We agree to the same and will not dispute or raise any objection
on the same. Further  I/We agree that such recording is final and  binding on both of us.

8. I/We undertake to read all the emails/smss sent by ZSL. I/We undertake not to hold ZSL responsible for any loss/damages in case I/We fail to read those
emails/smss.

9. The systems used by ZSL are generally capable of assessing the risk of the Client as soon as the order comes in. However, due to any reason whatsoever,
if the order is processed without sufficient risk cover from me/us, I/We shall be bound by such trade and shall provide such amounts as may be required
to meet my/our liability under the trade.

                   Signature :                 Name :                Code:

X

For Zen use Only

1 Disable           FT

2 Risk Profile of Client

A.   HNW           B.   Special                        C.   Common                        D.   NRI                      E.   Restricted

(ZSL stands for the member, Zen securities ltd., and I/we, me/us stands for the client)


